
Mid-Semester Reflection

I’m still doing really good in Math, especially since it's my favorite subject. Classes I
needed assistance in like what my lowest grade is, which is a C, in History. I'm doing better in
History. I have recorded that class so I can take notes for the study guide. I know I did great on
that 2nd test. I’ve used my time more to study and manage time to see what assignments come
first for me to complete.

Expectations I had were like just making sure I was able to maintain my classes, social
events, and anything going on under control so I can focus on what's important for me to
complete. It still is not easy since I have 8 classes and I want to be able to hang out with my
friends. However, I realize on certain days I just need to relax, unwind, and take it easy. What
surprised me was how fast the semester went by. I can't wait for next semester as I take less
classes, however the chemistry part is not tempting. Living on campus is easier, not really tough
because I can get food, study and just come back to my dorm when it is convenient.

For Nursing I know there are many Nursing positions, I'm still undecided on. So far, in
the Health Sciences, Public health by far is very open and broad, especially if you're willing to
not be focused on one thing. I’ve thought about changing my major a little bit but it's still in the
same department. Similarly, I'm still sticking with the same major, for Health Services.

Problems I have encountered were with lifespan and microbiology, because I'm not a big
fan of science. I am still able to manage myself without tutoring. On The other hand, next
semester for Chemistry, I definitely will be seeking help for tutoring. Usually, when I need help, I
like to look it up on youtube or seek resources online before heading to tutoring lessons. The
reasons are because of time management and I really believe I can help myself before
someone helps me. My advisors have helped me with certain things and making sure I stay on
task and of course, not to overwork myself, which I tend to do a lot. I did sign for LLC (living
learning community), hopefully there is no more confusion and I'm still in it. I do want to join
some clubs or a sorority to gain recognition. I plan to do so next semester, or when I'm a
sophomore or higher. I would love to be a part of any odu community.


